INTEGRATED LANGUAGE SKILLS

1.- Complete the sentences. Use Names.

Rachel                      Miranda
I am a dentist              I am a teacher
I love to dance             I don’t like to dance
I write                     I write
I am 20 years old           I am 20 years old
I live in London            I live in Spain

1. - ______________ and ______________ are 20 years old.

2. - ______________ is a dentist.

3. - ______________ is a teacher.

4. - ______________ doesn’t like dancing.

5. - ______________ and ______________ write.


7. - ______________ live in Spain.

2.- Write do or does.

✓ what __________ your sister do?
✓ What __________ your father do?
✓ What __________ your mother work?
✓ What __________ your friends work?
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3.- Read and circle the correct Word.

- What do/does Nancy have to do?
- She has/ have to do her homework.
- Where do/ does they are?
- They is/are from Chicago.
- What do/does you have to do tomorrow?
- I has/have to go to the school.
- What do/does Mario, Sam, Edgar and you have to do today?
- They has/ have to practice soccer.

4.- Circle the correct title.

a) The Big Bang Theory.
   the big Bang theory.
   The Big Bang theory.

b) My Name On The notebook
   My Name on The Notebook.
   My Name on the Notebook.

5.- Write the correct title.

6.- Write can or can’t deppending the case.

1) Sophia _________ drink water
2) Mario __________ eat chocolate
3) My grandfather ________ sing
4) A baby ________ fly
5) A fish ______ walk
6) A horse __________ sing
7) An elephant _______ walk
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8) My mother ________ cook
9) My father ________ play with me
10) The train ________ swim

7.- Write 6 sentences about what you can or can’t do.

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________________________
1. Translate these words and after that, circle the number of vowels you see in each word and write the number.

- Huevos:
- Lápiz:
- Carta:
- Pez:
- Dulce:

2. Complete the following sentences using the words on the box.

- My family and I cross the ____________
- Wash the ________________
- There is going to be a ___________ in my party.
- This is my new ________________.

3. Write the meaning of:

- Alphabet:
- Slippers:
- Drum:
- Crow:

4. Listen carefully and write the words that you listen, then translate those words in Spanish.
1.- What is the name of the animals that have a backbone?

2.- Write the name of 4 animals that have backbones.

3.- Write the parts of a Bat (9)

1.- ________________
2.- ________________
3.- ________________
4.- ________________
5.- ________________
6.- ________________
7.- ________________
8.- ________________
9.- ________________
4. How is called the process when the bats are finding their food? Write it and make a drawing of it.

5. Do all bats migrate?

6. Write True or False after each statement.
   > If an animal has backbone, then it is a vertebrate. _________________________
   > Mammals are vertebrates. _____________________________________________
   > Female mammals give milk to their babies. _______________________________

10. Write the meaning of the following words.
   > Cave:
   > Elastic:
   > Membrane:
   > Echo: